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Executive Summary 
Drivers for the forest products industry include strong end-use demand, low lumber inventories and pricing 

volatility.  

• Housing and repair and remodel demand remain robust, fueled by favorable demographics, low interest 

rates, record home equity and aging existing home stock.  

• Wood product manufacturers are maximizing production but continue to struggle to replenish supplies.  

• Elevated pricing is expected to remain in the second half of 2021 due to supply chain, logistical and labor 

constraints, as well as early fire restrictions. 

 
Northwest FCS’ 12-month outlook expects very strong profits for 

forest products manufacturers and solid profits for timberland 

owners. Despite recent drops in lumber pricing, prices remain very 

profitable. Log pricing modestly improved over the quarter, although 

at a more moderate pace than lumber pricing. Profitable log pricing is 

supported by record wood product demand.  

Supply 
Logs  

West Coast logging is up 13.3% compared to 2020, reflective of salvage harvest in Oregon. Salvage logging has 

continued through the second quarter, providing ample supplies of smaller diameter logs in some regions. Larger 

diameter green logs remain in tighter supply.  

Southern Oregon fire restrictions were implemented in late May due to drought conditions which are months 

earlier than normal. As a result, mills have started to build log deck inventories ahead of an anticipated intense fire 

season.  

Lumber 

Labor challenges continue to put a ceiling on sawmill capacity, and producers are limited in the ability to increase 

production to meet demand. Limited rail car and trucking availability are resulting in delayed delivery times, further 

causing inventory tightness within the supply chain.  

Current profitability is enticing mills to invest in capital projects aimed at combating labor constraints and increasing 

capacity through automation or expansion. Announced projects in the U.S. total $1.8 billion, which will add 4.6 BBF 
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of capacity by 2023. However, in 2021, production capacity is only expected to increase slightly by 3.4% from 2020 

levels due to equipment and project lead times and labor constraints.   

Demand 
Logs   

Robust lumber demand is supporting solid log demand on the domestic and export markets. Weakening of the U.S. 

dollar has increased U.S. exports of logs by 45% for Q1 2021 over Q1 2020. The bulk of exported logs have been 

destined for China which has imported about 104,000 MBF, a 183% increase compared to 2020. Given the large 

amount of log supply in the U.S. market, there’s some room for increased exports in the near term, especially if 

lumber prices remain elevated. 

Lumber 

Residential construction is at peak levels with housing starts up 20.6% from 2020. May’s housing starts totaled 1.57 

million units on a seasonally adjusted annualized rate (SAAR). Total permits declined from 1.73 million to 1.68 

million in May. The number of units permitted but not started has reached levels not seen since 2006. Therefore, 

some slight declines in housing starts are likely a result of delayed projects due to wood product and other building 

materials supply shortages and shipping delays.   

Underlying housing demand remains strong. Limited supply of homes and strong demand are driving home prices 

up, further supporting the repair and remodel market, which is expected to stay strong as consumers update an 

aging inventory of existing homes. Low interest rates and solid demand support housing starts above 1.5 million 

SAAR through 2021. 

Pricing 

Logs 
Salvage log supply from the September 2020 fires is abundant, causing price pressure on small diameter logs while 

further creating a premium for larger diameter green logs. The price variance for smaller burnt logs ranges from 

$600-$750/MBF, compared to $750-$850/MBF for green logs and upwards of $900/MBF for larger diameter green 

logs. The lower pricing on salvage logs is allowing mills to build inventories at lower costs ahead of fire season.  

Even with the recent dip in lumber pricing and salvage logging nearing completion, log pricing is expected to trend 

higher as log pricing typically lags lumber price changes.   

Douglas Fir Log Pricing ($/MBF) 

 
Source: Yardstick, RISI 
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Lumber 

Lumber pricing peaked in May with the Random Lengths Framing Composite Price Index averaging $1,479/MBF for 

the month or a 28% increase over April. The weekly composite price peaked at $1,515/MBF during the third week 

of May but has come off, now sitting at $930/MBF as of June 24. Although current pricing is trending lower quickly, 

prices are expected to remain elevated compared to average levels due to strong demand fundamentals.  

Random Length Weekly Composite Price Index 

 
Source: Random Lengths 

Profitability 
Logs 

Timberland operators’ margins are profitable due to the rising log prices and optimism for exports. Labor and 

trucking availability continue to pressure logging capacity, limiting timberland owners’ ability to increase harvest. 

Once salvage logging is completed in some regions, logging and hauling resources should become more readily 

available.  

The Pandemic Assistance for Producers Initiative was announced in March for $6 million. Further announcements 

this month allocated $200 million to family-owned timber harvesting businesses. Aid under this program provides 

for further profitability to timberland owners.  

Lumber 

Record lumber pricing and modest increases in log prices have resulted in record profitability for manufacturers in 

the first half of 2021. Even with the recent slump in lumber pricing and an upward trend in log pricing, 

manufacturers are expected to post one of the best years for profitability.   

Additional Information 

Northwest FCS Business Management Center 

www.northwestfcs.com/Resources/Industry-Insights 

Forest Economic Advisors (FEA) 

www.getfea.com 

Random Lengths 

www.randomlengths.com 
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Fastmarkets RISI Log Lines 

www.risiinfo.com 

Learn More 

For more information or to share your thoughts and opinions, contact the Business Management Center at 

866.552.9193 or bmc@northwestfcs.com.  

To receive email notifications about Northwest and global agricultural and economic perspectives, trends, 

programs, events, webinars and articles, visit www.northwestfcs.com/subscribe or contact the Business 

Management Center. 

http://www.risiinfo.com/
mailto:bmc@northwestfcs.com
https://www.northwestfcs.com/Resources/Subscribe

